Cluster analysis plays a significant role regarding automating such a knowledge discovery process in spatial data mining. A good clustering algorithm supports two essential conditions, namely high intra-cluster similarity and low inter-cluster similarity. Maximized intra-cluster/within-cluster similarity produces low distances between data points inside the same cluster. However, minimized inter-cluster/between-cluster similarity increases the distance between data points in different clusters by furthering them apart from each other. We previously presented a spatial clustering algorithm, abbreviated CutESC (Cut-Edge for Spatial Clustering) with a graph-based approach. The data presented in this article is related to and supportive to the research paper entitled "CutESC: Cutting edge spatial clustering technique based on proximity graphs" [1], where interpretation research data presented here is available. In this article, we share the parametric version of our algorithm named CutESC-P, the best parameter settings for the experiments, the additional analyses and some additional information related to the proposed algorithm (CutESC) in [1] .
Data
This article provides details about a novel algorithm (CutESC) for spatial clustering based on proximity graphs introduced in Ref. [1] . Moreover, the data in this article describes tables and figures in support of the article titled "CutESC: Cutting edge spatial clustering technique based on proximity graphs" [1] . CutESC performs clustering automatically for non-uniform densities, arbitrary shapes, and outliers without requiring any prior information and preliminary parameters. Besides, the parametric version of our algorithm (CutESC-P, see Algorithm 1 in 2.1) optionally allows interested users to tune the clustering process by setting two parameters for specific applications. In 2.1, CutESC-P refers to the parametric version of our algorithm. Some additional information related to the CutESC algorithm is provided in 2.2. The 3 thresholding procedures are presented so as to be in a hierarchy. Fig. 1 shows that second and third thresholding rules of the CutESC algorithm are applied in a flipped order. Figs. 2 and 3 show that the CutESC algorithm obtains the optimal solution in the first iteration. The relation between levels is given at Table 1 where the number of clusters and Calinski-Harabasz score are shown for each level. We scanned through combinations of values for each algorithm. The best parameter settings for the experiments are given in 2.3. In the pre-processing step, features are standardized by subtracting the mean and scaling to unit variance. All features are centered around zero. We scanned through combinations of values for each algorithm to find the best parameter settings. Table 2 shows selected   Specifications Table   Subject Computer Science (General) Specific subject area Spatial Data Mining, Clustering, Proximity Graphs, Graph Theory Type of data 
Value of the Data
The parametric version of our algorithm presented here may be useful for users to set two parameters to better adapt clustering solutions for particular problems. This data file presents the best parameter settings used in the experiments, which are helpful for researchers to enhance reproducibility and/or reanalysis. This data file will be helpful to understand the CutESC algorithm in detail by providing additional information and experiments. This approach works without any prior information and preliminary parameter settings while automatically discovering clusters with non-uniform densities, arbitrary shapes, and outliers. Our experiments with different cases show that one iteration is sufficient. It is also a trade-off between uniform (see Fig. 2a ) and non-uniform (see Fig. 2b ) scenarios. When the data become more chaotic, the useful information might be hidden in deeper levels and the algorithm needs to be run more than one iteration. We also provided this option to users for their special applications (see Algorithm 1 in Section 2.1).
Fig. 1.
Second and third thresholding rules of the algorithm are applied in a flipped order. The algorithm mainly follows a top-down approach, where it first removed global (large scale effect) and later removed local edges (small scale effect), and global level / connected components (sub-groups) level / neighborhood level. The third rule provides more details to be considered using second order neighborhood, it is a pruning step for touching problems such as chain and necks. In the last stage of Fig. 1b , it can be seen that the touching problem (between green connected components (CC) and brown CC) could not be resolved.
Table 1
Iterative/Nested experiments for Fig. 2a and b and 3 , respectively. The high density and high dimensional datasets will increase the execution time of clustering algorithms as in our case. It is a trade-off between accuracy and speed. As in shown Figs. 2 and 3, the CutESC algorithm obtains the optimal solution in the first iteration. However, meaningful or useful clusters in the chaotic data might be hidden in deeper levels. Moreover, while branching to sub-clusters, the goodness of the resulting clusters should not decrease. Many cluster validation indices have been published in the literature. The CutESC algorithm uses the CalinskiHarabasz score to evaluate the goodness (see Algorithm 1) . While this score is increasing, the iteration will continue. Here, not only one index but also the combination of indices could be used. The Calinski-Harabasz score is in the range [0, þ∞], a higher score indicates better clustering. It considers the quality of the distribution of the within-cluster and the between-cluster to define the score. As seen in the table, Calinski-Harabasz scores do not change when iterating in the first case (see Fig. 2a ), but the number of clusters is increasing. In the second example, the score increases, but then it decreases. The second level has better goodness than other levels (see Fig. 2b ). In the last example, the score is constantly decreasing thus the iteration will stop in the first step. Table 2 Selected Parameters for 3-spiral [5] , Aggregation [6] , Compound [7] , D31 [8] , Zelnik4 [9] datasets. Table 7 Comparison for 3-spiral, Aggregation, Compound, D31, Zelnik4 based on external clustering criteria. Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 1
Step parameters for 3-spiral [5] , Aggregation [6] , Compound [7] , D31 [8] , Zelnik4 [9] datasets. Table 3 shows selected parameters for Chameleon [3] dataset. Table 4 shows selected parameters for UCI (Dermatology, Ionosphere, Heart-Statlog, Cardiac-Arrhythmia, Thyroid-Allbp) [4] datasets. Table 5 shows selected parameters for BSDS500 [10] dataset. Table 6 shows selected parameters for Histological [11] dataset. Other details on external clustering criteria are reported in Tables 7 and 8 of 2.4. The additional analysis for Real-World datasets based on external clustering criteria is included in 2.5. Table 9 includes the comparison for Real-World datasets based on external clustering criteria. Table 10 includes the number of instances that were attributed to each cluster as compared with the ground truth for RealWorld datasets. The external clustering criteria of the image segmentation datasets is given in Tables 11  and 12 of 2.6.
Experimental design, materials, and methods

The CutESC algorithm with optional configurations
The CutESC (Cut-Edge for Spatial Clustering) algorithm with a graph-based approach is presented in [1] . This novel algorithm performs clustering automatically for outliers, complex shapes and irregular densities without requiring any prior information and parameters. Additionally, users can provide their own parameters to tune the clustering process by setting two parameters for specific applications. CutESC-P refers to the parametric version of our algorithm, see Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1.
Pseudocode of the CutESC-P Algorithm.
Table 10
The number of instances that were attributed to each cluster as compared with the ground truth. In this table, rows represent the true class while columns are the predicted class. The values are reported using the contingency matrix which is used in statistics to define association between two partitions. In a clustering problem, true label names and predicted ones do not need to be the same, the assumptions are unclear. The number of clusters might not even be the same as true classes. According to this table, Cardiac-Arrhythmia dataset has 13 true classes however it is reported 16 in the UCI repository. The reason is that 3 classes (1. Degree AtrioVentricular block, 2. Degree AV block, 3. Degree AV block) actually include 0 instances in the dataset.
True
Various experiments on the CutESC algorithm
In this section, some additional information related to the CutESC algorithm is provided in detail. The presented algorithm includes 3-step thresholding procedures which should be applied in a hierarchy. In Fig. 1 , the second and third thresholding rules of the CutESC algorithm are applied in a flipped order. Also, the CutESC algorithm can be computed iteratively. In Figs. 2 and 3 , the CutESC algorithm obtains the optimal solution in the first iteration (level 1). The relation between the levels/iterations is given in Table 1 , where the number of clusters and Calinski-Harabasz score are shown for each level/ iteration.
Selected parameters for several datasets
The best parameter settings for the experiments are given in this section. To find the best parameters, we scanned through combinations of values for each algorithm. In the pre-processing step, features are standardized by subtracting the mean and scaling to unit variance, and all features are centered around zero. The best parameters for 3-spiral [5] , Aggregation [6] , Compound [7] , D31 [8] , and Zelnik4 [9] datasets are given at Table 2. Table 3 shows the best parameters for Chameleon [3] dataset. Table 4 shows the best parameters for UCI (Dermatology, Ionosphere, Heart-Statlog, CardiacArrhythmia, Thyroid-Allbp) [4] datasets. Table 5 shows the best parameters for BSDS500 [10] dataset. Finally, the best parameters for Histological [11] dataset are given at Table 6 .
Additional experiments on external clustering criteria
External clustering criteria validate the experiments based on previous knowledge about data, when the ground truth data is known, and the predicted clusters are compared to the true one (see [1] for more details). Other details on external clustering criteria are reported in Tables 7 and 8 . We can see that our method is highly competitive and outperforms other methods on some datasets in terms of external clustering criteria.
Table 11
Comparison for 5 selected images from BSDS500 dataset based on external clustering criteria. Table 12 Comparison for 5 selected images from Histological dataset based on external clustering criteria. 
Additional experiments on multidimensional datasets
In this section, the additional analysis for Real-World datasets based on external clustering criteria is included. The comparison for Real-World datasets based on external clustering criteria is included in Table 9 . Table 10 includes the number of instances that were attributed to each cluster as compared with the ground truth for Real-World datasets.
External clustering criteria for selected images from BSDS500 and histological datasets
In this section, the external clustering criteria of some selected images from these image segmentation datasets are given in Tables 11 and 12 , where our algorithm outperforms other methods.
